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Dari transcript: 
 

   (') �'�&- $ز"!  �� ا�������ن
���م(ز7< م=# ا!>%3;:%ن +' 9(د 67# از +%3(ن ه%1 )0رگ !�ه-,# +*(ر )' &�%ر م# ر! ، : 

 اL@% م@*'، الI:' در دورK اHIJ ،'+ 1 از او 7% د ه�( 1303ه�# م6%ن س%لC%1 اول@? )%ر ),(7< در 
M ،'+ 1ر%NM ادOPت R7 Kس# م# &'، در م(ز7< م=# م% دور%-& ��ا!# %7 )*S)-ط م(ز7< ات)(�N%ر م

�U K@0ه% @V ح )%ب وYد، س%CZ 1%ه >=�م(Z(د )(دK، +' از H@IJ 9%مR دوز1 ه%، زر دوز1 ه%، 
)' 3�S \7%]اO*@1 . &:' م%Cاز س%ل OP( '3%:]I&)91922 3(3# و ت[-@6# +' در%J 1%ر1 ه%`L '+ 

س%L%ت م[:=c +*(ر ت(سb م:[aa@? دا9=#،  الI:' )%س:%3*-%س%1 دا9=# م% و 9%رZ# ه%، 
L`%ر1 ه%7# +' ص(رت م@,@�K، اf-S 1@-' )0رگ روز )�وز ا!0و3# م# 7%)'، و NM%ر1 +' از دل 

( ،'7M #دس  م '( h%9 '( م# +-' و �' م(ز7< م=# تH7)i دادK م@*' و م(ز7< م=# &6=\ ت>@@
�!  و تOPاد ز7%د NM%ر )' +' Mرام Mرام . م(ز7< ار+@%ل(ژ1 تH7OI م# &'S ر1 ه%1 +' ص(رت%`L

�ار دادK م@*' و تOPاد د7,� ازو در دl7(ه% و J \7%�م)ز7< م=# اm:3%ل م# 7%!' و R7 تOPاد ازو 3 '(
�اس  م@*Oم6%ن ه1% +' )'L و  n%`L ،'& #7% س:(ر 7%د م )l71 .  3%م د%Cاز س%ل HIJ %ودا مOL

1922O& Kار داد�J \7%��)ع م% .   R7 تOPاد NM%ر1 +' دا&:@<، او ه<، 3 '(fر1 +' در م%NM ':Iال
�# +' م% م# S@<، ت% دورK دا+:� OL ،p@f3ود @q-ه%1 ت r-Z ':Iه% در ا!>%3;:%ن، ال r-Z از HIJ

�اس  م@*O و !@1Oa +< از1 )' 3�U ،\7%(ن م6%ن م% R7 صO هL و  n%`L >7در م(ز >=J 0ار
در OLود Oa67 ه0ار NM >=J%ر در م(زf-S . >7%7\ ت�%م# NM%رO3 Kا&  +' م% )' 3�%7\ ),]ار7<
�ار دادKO& K )(دJ \7%��@=# +' . OC,3ار1 م@*O و تOPادش )' 3iت r-Z از دوران OP( '3%`م:%س

�وK ه1t%( 1% +*(ر مS ?@( '+ #�@q-ه%1 ت r-Z ،?7Oه%f6(م  مL Kن دورOمM ':Iال ،OمM %
� +%)H +' م(ز7< م% C& ب�V ص% در)a9 ،در ا!>%3;:%ن O3O@,-Z >ه%7# +' )% ه Kو�S م:[%ص< و

Kد)( uJاس ، وا H(%+ ب�V م%ن +' درtدار ا uJوا . '( Kه% 9;%رات );@%ر ه-,`:# ر r-Z 1ا
9(ب . ' در ه�# دوران م% OLودا ه`:%د !@NM Oa%ر 9(دK از دس  م@:@<م(ز7< وارد م# +-'، +

 p7�� اص%)  را+  ه% و 9�l%رK ه%  و 9(د ت[@�P1 م(ز7< و ت%Cن از1 در س%لO@*+ v7�L '(
�2002O& KO3%*+ v7 و 2003L ') >7در +*(ر م% رخ داد م(ز '+ #,-Z تt%L 1و .  ا KO& v7�L

�  ا�q<  تOPاد ز7%د1 پ%رU' ه%1 +' در 9;J >و ه ،O& O-م K(د )(د، 9;%رZ)د م(ز7< م=# م)
O& Kد��%ت و . ازV '( 1%رت )Yyدر +*(ر، وزارت ا  J)م Kن دورOمM از OP( '3%:]I&)9

 u�Z  1%:در راس O3O3%7%ر1 رس Kدوس:# +' م% ر r-ه��ه-r )% ه�6%ر1 +*(ره%1 دوس  و !!
(M R7 د)م(ز7< م=# +' 9 �@�Pر و 9(د ت%NM 1ورM م(ز7< در س%ل �@�Pت%ر7[# اس ، +' 9(د ت KO

� )-% 7%!:' +' 9(دش M R7)KO ت%ر19197@�P9%ن ا1 ت zام%ن ا K%& در .[# اس  در زم%ن ':Iال 
� م(ز7< )' 7O=( {@L' دوران ام%ن اz 9%ن )(د @�P9%ن، 9(د ت zام%ن ا �a�+' )OPه% )' م(ز7< 

  )' م(ز7< م=# مI]ول دا&:' &O و م% ت(ا3;:@< +' الI:' ت(Z' 9%ص دول. م=# اa:9%ص م# %7!'
�� و7�ان &KO م(ز7@�Pت #� اL@% );%ز7< و )%زس%ز1 +-@< +' د ا1 راس:% م%رK +*(ر ' دو)%رKا):Oا ه

و . 7(3%ن، )' ه�6%ر1 +*(ر 7(3%ن و ام�67% م% ت(ا3;:@< م(ز7�' دو)%رK اL@% و )%زس%ز1 +-@<
�وK ه#7%S b7% ت(س Kر%NM از #:�;J KO7دز YIJ Kر%NM '+ 1ا�IJ%U%J %7 و ،O*@م Kد� +' )' 9%رج )



KO& ��ن، ت(سb ارS%ن ه%1 ام-@:# ا1 دس:,@Iل )(دن، م@[(اس:? د 9%رج )%m:3و )' م(ز7< م=# ا 
KO& Kداد . 

 
English translation:  
 
Omar: The National Museum of Afghanistan, which was one of the biggest cultural 
centers of the country, was for the first time built in 1303 in this place. In the period 
before that, or in that period, some of the pieces that belonged to the Ethnography 
Museum were housed in our National Museum. These were things like embroideries, 
gold embroideries, Jihad flags, armaments and other things were exhibited. Luckily, after 
1922, when the legal and technical excavations were done in different parts of the 
country by native specialists, or native and foreign archeologists…and this big heritage 
increases day by day. The pieces found from the heart of dust were given to the National 
Museum, and the National Museum’s focus changed and it became the Archeology 
Museum. Slowly more excavations were done, and lots of pieces were moved to the 
National Museum. Some of them were put on exhibit. Some were kept and preserved in 
depots and places called depots or stores. The pieces that we had from before 1922, those 
were also exhibited. The total number of pieces before the wars in Afghanistan, before 
party wars (1992-1996) I mean, till Dr. Najib’s1 period, a total of one hundred thousand 
pieces were kept and preserved in museum and a small percentage of this was put to 
exhibit because our place didn’t have enough space to exhibit all works. So one hundred 
thousand pieces were kept in the museum and a few were exhibited.  
 
Unfortunately after the imposed war in our country, the period of Mujahidin’s 
government, and the party wars between opposition groups and groups that fought with 
each other in Afghanistan, especially in west of Kabul city, were harmful to the Museum, 
because our Museum is located in west of Kabul -- that is in Dare-alamn, west of Kabul. 
These wars posed great losses to the museum, and we lost 70% of our pieces during this 
period. Rockets and mortar shells hit the building and the building was destroyed. Then it 
was burned down in 2002-20032 and the war situation that happened in our country led to 
the burning down of the museum. There was a fire and lots of the pieces in the National 
Museum were damaged, and also a huge part of this was looted. Luckily after the interim 
period,3 the Ministry of Information and Culture with the aid from friendly and culture 
loving countries helped us gather the pieces and renovate the National Museum building, 
which is also a historical building. The building was first built in 1919 during the King 
Amanullah’s period, and it is a historical monument. In Amanullah Khan’s period, the 
building was the mayor’s palace. Later it was allocated to the National Museum. The 
government paid special attention to the National Museum, and we could first rebuild the 
destroyed building of the Museum with help from Greece, from Greece and America we 
could rebuild the museum. Some of the pieces that were being taken out of the country by 
some groups or had been stolen by smugglers in the past and were being taken outside the 

                                                 
1 last communist statesman in Afghanistan 
2 I think he is confusing that dates, 2002-2003 was the period of Karzia’s government and there was not 
war going on in Kabul.  
3 Hamid Karzai’s first period before being elected as president 



country were caught by security people, and they brought the pieces back to the National 
Museum.  
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